Media release
Informatec acquires Jedox Business from Entech
Informatec expands its BI business and takes over the Jedox activities with all existing
customers of Entech AG from Kilchberg/ZH. In this way, the company is strengthening
its competence in the area of Corporate Performance Management with additional
customers, resources and know-how.
Muttenz, 08.05.2018 – In addition to the established BI application areas of analysis and
reporting, the BI specialist from the Basel Area is intensifying its activities in the emerging area
of planning and budgeting. Informatec is taking over all customer contracts of Kilchberg-based
Jedox specialist Entech Enterprise Technology AG with immediate effect as part of a
succession plan. This company is specialized in the provision of sophisticated, business-critical
IT solutions in finance and controlling and counts companies such as AEK onyx, Lonstroff or
Kantonspital Graubünden among its customers.
Roger Müller, owner of Entech, and his Jedox specialist Dieter Egli will continue to work for
Jedox customers alongside Informatec's BI consultants.
"With this acquisition, we are specifically strengthening our power in the planning environment
with the professional planning tool Jedox and are setting another clear signal for our strategy in
the market. In addition, Jedox and our core technology Qlik complement each other perfectly
and add significant value to our demanding SME and enterprise customers," said Rino Mentil,
founder and CEO of Informatec, explaining the acquisition.
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About Informatec
With its clear focus on business intelligence, Informatec has established itself as a specialist for
consulting and appropriate implementation of comprehensive BI solutions for analysis, reporting
and planning. The Basel-area company, founded in 1998, is a BI innovator for demanding
SMEs and large clients and counts leading companies among its continuously growing clientele.
With its needs-oriented services, Informatec ensures that the numerous benefits of the
selfdeveloped BI platform iVIEW based on Qlik and Jedox are available without limitations. Its
services include consulting, conception and client-specific developments as well as
implementation, training, maintenance and support.

